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Introduction:
System Rankmed – a project  supported by Ministry of Health – is  automated system for
evaluation  of  health  web resources.  It  facilitates  a  comparison of  web pages of  different
health-related  institutions  based  on  a  quality  of  presentation  of  information.  The  web
resources are evaluated through 20 criteria. The choice of the particular criteria was based on
the  standards  and  guidelines  of  electronic  information:  GMDS  -  Qualitätskriterien  für
Elektronische  Publikationen  in  der  Medizin  [1],  HON  Code  Principles  [2],  EC  Quality
Criteria for Health Related Websites  [3],  HIDDEL metadata vocabulary, part  of a project
MedCERTAIN [4] and Web Content Accessibilty Guidelines of Web Accessibility Initiative,
W3C [5].
One  of  the  core  aspects  of  a  well-performed evaluation  is  usage of  balanced  evaluation
criteria. The particular criteria are not of the same importance and they should not have the
same assigned weight. The outcome of the evaluation would be otherwise biased. That is why
the weight of particular criteria based on the importance for a user should be determined. 

Methods:
Firstly,  we  investigated  the  importance  of  particular  criteria  for  web  users.  We  used
questionnaire.  There were two sets of respondents: medical  informatics  experts  trained in
quality evaluation and common users (students of medical school). In the questionnaire the
respondents chose the most relevant criteria up to 10 out of 20 possible. The results served as
a basis for calculation of weight for each criterion. The opinion of the experts was favoured in
the  case  of  parameters  that  are  not  well  known  and  for  common  user  not  clearly
understandable (metadata, image alternative caption).
Secondly, we analysed relations  among the parameters.  We searched for correlations that
would  cause  overvaluation  of  certain  aspects  of  the  web  resource.  The  following set  of
different health related web resources was used: 11 medical and pharmaceutical schools, 17
university and regional  hospitals  and 16  commercial  companies  operating in  health  care.
Cluster analysis of particular criteria was made. The relations between criteria were expressed
by correlation coefficient.

Results:
110 respondents took part in the trial. The weights are stated at each criterion in parenthesis.
To make the list more comprehensible, they are expressed as percentage (sum of weights of
all criteria is 100%). Average weight is 5 %, maximal 8.5 %, and minimal 2.9%. A brief
commentary is added, in the case the name of the criterion is not self-explanatory. The criteria
are sorted in a descending manner.  



· Number of steps (8.5%) – number of „clicks“ needed to reach defined information.
· Metadata (8.0%)  –  presence  of  metadata  (metatags)  in  the  HTML  source  code

(author, keywords, description).
· Date of last updating (7.3%) 
· Availability (6.9%) – availability of the homepage during a long period of time.
· Speed of loading (6.7%) – speed of loading of the homepage.
· Number of inner links (5.5%) – number of links from the homepage.
· Internal search engine (5.2%) – presence and reliability of internal search engine.
· Dead links (5.0%) – low number of deadlinks.
· Authorship (5.0%) - clear authorship of presented information.
· Date of publication (4.7%). 
· Faults of graphics (4.5%) – character size and contrast of the text and background

were evaluated.
· Alternative captions (4.0%) – presence of alternative text  at  images. It represents

accessibility.
· Faultless of HTML code (4.0%).
· Back links (3.8%) – presence of back links to the homepage.
· Highlighting of links (3.7%) – evaluation whether the links are clearly distinguishable

from other text.
· Uniformity of appearance (3.6%) – evaluation whether the pages of the particular

site have the same structure and appearance. 
· Covering of the screen (3.5%)– overlapping of the content of the page out of the

screen is a negative feature.
· Site map (3.4%).
· Marking of new (3.3%) – clear identification of new information.
· Foreign language version (2.9%).

The data show users‘ preferences. The users emphasize importance of a good navigation; the
highest preference was assigned to a number of steps needed for reaching certain information. 
Other highly preferred feature is the information linked to recency of the page. On the other
hand the  parameters related to  the presentation (appearance) of  the site  were surprisingly
marked as less important.
3 pairs of parameters that cluster together at the first level were found by cluster analysis (Site
map – Number of steps; Date of publication – Date of last updating; Covering of the screen –
Speed of  loading).  Rational  connections  between the  parameters  in  a  couple  seem to  be
obvious. Site map and Number of steps describe lucidity and structure of the resource. Date of
publication and Date of last updating represent presence of time information. Covering of the
screen and Speed of loading express different aspects of a file size.

Conclusions: 
The weights of quality criteria for presentation of information on health related web pages
were determined by survey among experts and common users. The criteria and their weights
are used in a project Rankmed, system for quality evaluation of internet presentation of health
related institutions. Algorithms for automated processing of the evaluation were established. It
enables time undemanding way of evaluation.
Suppression of  mutual  influence of the  particular criteria based on the cluster  analysis is
provided. Real, effective weights of evaluated criteria were gained.
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